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 One urban region
 7 counties
 147 cities, villages, and 

towns

 Need for regional 
planning
 Problems and concerns 

of urban development 
and infrastructure extend    
beyond municipal and   
county boundaries
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Role of SEWRPC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diverse region that is benefited from having an objective, cross-jurisdictional body that looks at the big picture and how the Region and each community in the Region are affected by decisions made at the local, county, State, and Federal levels



 A Plan for Land Use Development and 
Transportation for Southeastern 
Wisconsin
 Long-range

 Multimodal
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VISION 2050 Intro



 Increases Region’s competitiveness by providing high 
quality roads, transit, and bicycle facilities

 Links people to jobs using public transit, 
particularly minority and low-income populations

 Makes public transit an attractive travel option

 Reduces transportation expenses for residents 

 Reduces costs of local government infrastructure and 
new housing

 Modestly reduces congestion 
even with growth in traffic to 2050
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Why Implement VISION 2050?
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Comparing to Our Peer Regions

 The Region ranks as one of the:
 Slowest growing in employment, 

population, and income

 Highest in racial disparities 
in education, income, poverty

 Lowest in levels of highway 
congestion and travel delay 

 Highest in transit service decline

 The Region is one of the few metro areas without 
rapid transit



 Jobs can only grow by attracting new 
workers and residents to the Region
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A Pivotal Point in Regional Development
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VISION 2050 Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extensive Involvement in Plan Development9 advisory committees representing the 7 counties and 147 cities, villages, and towns in Southeastern Wisconsin and State and Federal governments82 public workshops with 1,600+ unique attendees 1,400+ people used interactive web tools to provide input1,500+ residents were interviewed in a preference survey15,000+ households participated in a household travel survey8 community partners assisted in gathering input from minority communities, low-income communities, and people with disabilities9 task forces focused on specific topics
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Visioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First round of Workshops: 17 meetings, 500+ participantsMapping important placesFacilitated small group discussionsIdentifying SWOTsWriting land use and transportation goalsVisual Preference Survey (keypad polling devices)Photo Contest
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Visioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support for Expanding PT varied between 55% and 68%, depending on County.
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Visioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support for Expanding PT varied between 55% and 68%, depending on County.
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Conceptual Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More small group discussions, using “World Café” method
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Conceptual Scenarios
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SCENARIOS WEBSITE

URBAN INTERACTIVE STUDIOS

/SEWRPC SEWRPC.ORG @SEW_RPC

http://sewrpc.temp.engagingplans.org/bp/get-started


 3 Alternative Plans (Trend, and two 
diverging futures)

 Evaluated with 50 different criteria to allow 
the public to compare advantages and 
disadvantages of each alternative
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Detailed Alternatives
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Healthy Communities Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Compared to trend alternative during alternatives stage (App F) and draft plan stage (App H)-“Walkable” refers to the ease by which people can walk in an area to various destinations such as schools, parks, retail services, and employmentNumerous health benefits: can encourage residents to walk or bike rather than drive and can increase community cohesion by encouraging more social interaction with neighbors.-Estimating Walkability: existing “walk scores” for all 2,374 internal travel analysis zones (TAZs) in the Region directly from WalkScore. Scores represent ratings of the walkability of an area on a scale of 0 to 100 using a methodology developed by WalkScore. The method uses a propriety algorithm to estimate scores based on pedestrian friendliness metrics (such as population density, block length, and intersection density) and walking distance to destinations (such as schools, parks, retail services, and employment). For VISION 2050, scores greater than 50 were considered “walkable,” which is consistent with the WalkScore categories of Somewhat Walkable (scores of 50-69), Very Walkable (70-89), and Walker’s Paradise (90-100).-Didn’t have the detailed data to estimate future walkability the way that WalkScore estimates existing walkability, so we used the variability in household density and presence of TOD as proxies. In general, increasing household density will result in improved walkability because destinations are more likely to be in proximity to residents. Higher-density areas also tend to be more pedestrian-friendly environments because they tend to include sidewalks and shorter block lengths. Many TOD areas, which are located within easy walking distance to/from a fixed-guideway transit station, tend to include development with a mix of destinations that are within walking distance for the area’s residents. The design and layout of a TOD area also tend to be more pedestrian-oriented, for example, including curb bump-outs at crosswalks.-How BLOS Was Estimated: The Bicycle Compatibility Index (BCI) was developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to determine how traffic operations impact a bicyclist’s decision to use a specific roadway, and was used to estimate existing and future BLOS for the alternative plan evaluation. The BCI methodology uses an equation that considers several variables with specific values that factor into the decision by a bicyclist whether to ride on a roadway. Some variables create a positive impact for the bicyclist, such as the presence of a bike lane (or wide shoulder), the width of the bike lane or shoulder, and whether the facility travels through a residential area. Other variables, such as traffic volumes and speeds, can have a negative impact. The BCI equation adds or subtracts to the BCI score based on these variables. The lower the BCI score, the better the BLOS grade and the more suitable the road is considered to be for bicycling.
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Equitable Access Evaluation
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Cost and Financial Sustainability Evaluation
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Mobility Evaluation
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Mobility

Existing Trend Alt I Alt II



 Website: vision2050sewis.org
 Access summary info and full report online

 Interactive maps of main plan elements

 Summary info: Fact Sheet, Plan Summary

 Plan Report: three volumes
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Community Partners



 Website: vision2050sewis.org
 Access summary info and full report online

 Interactive maps of main plan elements

 Summary info: Fact Sheet, Plan Summary

 Plan Report: three volumes
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VISION 2050 Resources
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THANK YOU

VISION2050SEWIS.ORG

/SEWRPC SEWRPC.ORG @SEW_RPC

http://vision2050sewis.engagingplans.org/land-use
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